Abstract. Prediction models have some modeling conditions and application scope, we can use them to simulate or predict only when the models are satisfies those conditions. In this paper, we study the application scope of prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1) through the mathematical derivation. The reslt shown that when the parameters of prediction model for interval grey number satisfied ||2 s a ≥ or ||2 w a ≥ ，prediction model for interval grey number is meaningless. The research achievements are of great significance in enrich the grey models and integrate the gray theory with practical issues.
Introduction
Grey prediction model is an important part of grey theory, mainly for the prediction of grey uncertainty problems. It can use a small amount of valid data and grey uncertain data to reveal the future development trends, through a sequence of accumulated generating system. The grey prediction model has been widely adopt for is not have strict requirements and restrictions about modeling data [1] [2] [3] . The current achievements of grey prediction model focus on the modeling mechanism of [4] , model parameter optimization of [5] , modeling object model extends [6] [7] [8] [9] and so on. proposed the concept of grey bound and grey layer of interval grey number sequence, by calculating the area of grey layer and its median lines' coordinate, an interval grey number sequence is changed into a real number sequence without missing any information of the grey number. Then a prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1) is proposed [10] , further more, he studied the modeling and application of the prediction model for interval grey numbers and discrete grey numbers when the whitenization weight functions are known.
In fact, Prediction models have some modeling conditions and application scope, we can use them to simulate or predict only when the models are satisfies those conditions. In this paper, we study the application condition of prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1) in literature [9] , in the hope of enriching the grey models and integrate the gray theory with practical issues.
GM (1, 1) Model
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Formula (2.1) is the primary form of the GM (1, 1) [1] . GM (1, 1) is defined as follows: 
X is a nonnegative sequence:
is a neighboring mean sequence for
is a Parameter column, and
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Then parameters for the least square estimation of GM (1, 1) model :
. So the winterization equation(Also called Silhouette Formula) [1] of GM(1,1)model:
+= is defined by： 2）The Time response sequence of GM (1, 1) model
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Prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1)
The essence of prediction of interval grey number is to predict the upper and lower bounds of the interval grey number, because each element in () X ⊗ is grey number, with a certain grayscale, therefore it can not modeling () X ⊗ in accordance with the traditional GM (1,1) model to real number. The form of upper and lower bounds of the interval grey number is real numbers. A large grayscale of interval grey number means that a large deviation between the upper or lower bounds and the real value. It will influence the correctness of the modeling. And in general, grayscale is unknown, and deficiency in the distribution information. Literature [10] replace the upper and lower bounds with grey band's grey layer during prediction model is building, and weaken the influence of interval grey number's uncertainties in the model.
Let interval grey number sequence is [10] , the area of all gray layer in gray band constitutes a real numbers sequence S ,
; and the real numbers sequence of the median lines' vertical coordinates in grey layer is W , ( (1), (2),, (1)) Wwwwn =− L , construct GM(1， 1) model of S and W are: (2) (0)2 22 2 (1)((1))[1()] (1)() 1 
Modeling analysis of prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1)
According to the deducing process and Modeling conditions of traditional GM (1, 1) models [11] , the parameter calculating equation of formula (2.10) is (1) (1) 222 (1) 
Conclusions
Prediction models have some modeling conditions and application scope, we can use them to simulate or predict only when the models are satisfies those conditions. In this paper, we study the application condition of prediction model for interval grey number based on GM (1, 1) w a ∈−∞−∪∞ , prediction model for interval grey number is meaningless. The research achievements are of great significance in enrich the grey models and integrate the gray theory with practical issue.
